API EXPORT END USE STATEMENT INSTRUCTIONS

The below instructions will provide guidance on how to 5ill out the API Export Control
Questionnaire and End Use Statement form so that we can classify the part properly and
review if an export license is required or if an exemption may be able to be used.
1)
2)
3)
4)

Do not 5ill this out, API will complete once approved by Thomson Compliance.
Enter the API Internal Part # here
Enter your part # here.
API is shipping directly from the United States to the Buyer with this export sale. If
the Buyer is going to reexport or retransfer the goods after this export sale, check
“yes” here. If the Buyer is a direct consumer and not reexporting or retransferring
will take place, then check “no” here.
5) List the API part being exported here,
6) List ALL parties and the addresses to this transaction for screening purposes,
including brokers and 3rd parties involved in the transaction.
7) Describe the end use application for the part that you are buying from API. If the
end use is a military aircraft, name the aircraft and model #. If the end use
application is a tank, name the tank and model number. If the A & D application falls
under a speci5ic platform, name the platform. If the end use is a missile, name the
platform and name of the missile. In the case of a missile also advise the payload
and range capability of the missile. In the case when a missile can be on an aircraft
or tank, state that. If the Thomson part will be integrated into a unit or part once
purchased by the buyer, state that. The functionality of the API part in the end use
must be noted here. For example: The actuator will function to open and close the
door of an XX model tank, or XX model aircraft. For example: The actuator will act as
the target system on the XX model aircraft that 5ires XX missile. If the functionality
of the API part is not noted the quote/sale will be rejected.
8) The API part that you are purchasing has been specially designed for the end use
application. As such, describe how the Thomson part is being developed to achieve
or exceed the controlled performance levels, characteristics, or functions for the end
use. For example: The modi5ication of this part will help exceed the range of X
missile to achieve the performance levels needed for X with any details possible to
classify the part accordingly.
9) This section advises that if at any time you or any users in this transaction should
change the parties or countries to the transaction that you must notify API in
writing. Please read and initialize.
10)Please read through the following section so that you are aware of U.S. Export
Controls and Regulations. When you have 5inished reading through this page, please
go to # 11.
11) Write today’s date here.
12)You must be an Authorized Signatory for your company to 5ill out this form and sign
it. Please print your Title here.
13)Please clearly print the Legal Entity Name of your Company here.
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14) Please clearly print your full name here.
15)Sign and date this form.
Do not sign in the red area as Thomson Compliance will review the information you
provided and approve or reject the End Use Statement. Thomson Compliance may reach
out to you for additional questions.
Thank you.
Deidre Schibelka
Global Import/Export Compliance Manager
Thomson

